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Abstract—One way to achieve eXplainable artificial intelligence
(XAI) is through the use of post-hoc analysis methods. In
particular, methods that generate heatmaps have been used to
explain black-box models, such as deep neural network. In some
cases, heatmaps are appealing due to the intuitive and visual
ways to understand them. However, quantitative analysis that
demonstrates the actual potential of heatmaps have been lacking,
and comparison between different methods are not standardized
as well. In this paper, we introduce a synthetic data that can
be generated adhoc along with the ground-truth heatmaps for
better quantitative assessment. Each sample data is an image
of a cell with easily distinguishable features, facilitating a more
transparent assessment of different XAI methods. Comparison
and recommendations are made, shortcomings are clarified along
with suggestions for future research directions to handle the finer
details of select post-hoc analysis methods.
Index Terms—Explainable AI, Machine Learning, Inter-
pretability, Black-box
I. INTRODUCTION
EXplainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has been gathering
attention in the artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) community recently. The recent trend was propelled
by the success of deep neural network (DNN), especially
convolutional neural network (CNN) in image processing.
DNN has been considered a blackbox because the mechanism
underlying its remarkable performance is not well understood.
XAI research has thus developed in many different directions.
Among them is the saliency method, where heatmaps are
generated and used to give explanations on where AI model is
“looking at” when it is making a decision or prediction. The
heatmaps are compatible with human’s visual comprehension,
easy to read and interpret and thus they are desirable. However,
many of the formulas used to generate the heatmaps are given
using heuristics, and hence are not revealing enough of the
underlying mechanism to help us debug, fix or improve the
AI model in meaningful ways.
Regardless, the development of heatmap methods have
continued without correspondingly reliable ways to evaluate
how one heatmap is better than another. The metrics used
to quantify the quality of heatmaps are sometimes indirect,
and at other times, qualitative assessment of the quality of
heatmaps appear to be possibly given in hind-sight to fit
natural reasoning. This often occurs due to the lack of ground-
truth heatmaps to verify the correctness of the generated
heatmaps. Under such situation, the quality and effectiveness
of interpretable heatmaps have nevertheless been demonstrated
in several ways. CAM [1] and GradCAM [2] heatmaps were
shown to improve the localization on ILSVRC datasets. By
observing the change in the log odd scores after deleting
image pixels, the relevance of image pixels to the decision
or prediction of a model can be determined as well [3]. The
earlier paper [4] on the development of layerwise relevance
propagation (LRP) shows heatmaps generated on many sample
data, although many heatmaps do not appear to demonstrate
good consistency in their pixel-wise assignment of values
(different improvements have since been suggested). Tests
were conducted on the effect of transformation on the images,
for example, by flipping MNIST digits, and mean prediction
is defined to assess the method after interchanging pixels
systematically based on relevance computed by LRP. Still,
the paper itself mentions that the analysis is semi-quantitative.
The paper that introduced SmoothGrad [5] mentioned that, at
the time, there was no ground-truth to allow for quantitative
evaluation of heatmaps. It then proceeded with 2 qualitative
evaluations instead. As of now, even though there are many
different datasets available for AI and ML researches, the cor-
responding ground-truth explanations (such as heatmaps) are
typically not available. Note: though heatmaps are sometimes
interchangeably called saliency map, we only refer to them as
heatmaps here because we want to distinguish them from XAI
method whose name is Saliency.
Fig. 1. Workflow illustrating the process starting from data generation to the
generation of heatmaps gallery.
XAI methods that are not focused on generating heatmaps
have also been developed. This paper is mainly concerned
about how to quantitatively compare heatmaps, but we may
still benefit from different types of evaluations of XAI
performance. Local interpretable model-agnostic explanation
(LIME) [6] is introduced to find a locally faithful interpretable
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Fig. 2. The first row shows 10 different types of shapes that can be generated by our algorithm, placed in background type 1, i.e. dark background. We
refer to the different types of cells as cells type 0 to 8, where 0,1,2 are circular, 3,4,5 are rectangular and 6,7,8 are circular with one, three and eight tails
respectively. Their alternative names in the codes are CCell (0), CCellM (1), CCellP (2), RCell (3), RCellB (4), RCellC (5), CCellT (6), CCellT3 (7), CCellT8
(8) respectively. C denotes circular cell, R rectangular, T tails, M minus, P plus. The last column (or type 9) does not contain any cell. The second and
third rows are similar to the first row, except they are placed on background type 2 and 3 respectively. Row 4, 5, 6 are the ground-truth heatmaps for row
1, 2, 3 respectively. The region colored light-red corresponds to localization information, while dark red region corresponds to distinguishing features. For
example, column 1 and 2 can be distinguished by the presence of the bar across the circular cell. Columns 4, 5, 6 differ only in their dominant colors of their
rectangular borders, and thus the distinguishing features are their borders.
model that represents well the model under inspection, regard-
less of the latter’s architecture (i.e. is agnostic). By comparing
LIME with obviously interpretable models such as decision
trees and sparse logistic regression, in particular using recall
value, the quality of feature importance obtained using LIME
can be assessed. Experiments on Concept Activation Vectors
(section 4.3 of [7]) include quantitative comparison of the
information used by a model when a ground-truth caption
is embedded into the image. In some cases, the caption is
used by the model for decision-making, but in other cases,
only the image concept is used. Furthermore, human-subject
experiments are also conducted to test the importance of the
saliency mask, showing that heatmaps help only marginally
for human to make decision and that heatmaps can even be
misleading. There has also been other similar sentiment that
doubts the usefulness of heatmaps, for example in the caption
of fig. 2 in [8].
On the other hand, applications of XAI methods have
emerged in other fields, where evaluation of heatmaps has been
performed in different ways. Still, one should be careful that
the evaluations may not always clearly indicate the relevant
usefulness of the heatmaps themselves. A study on MRI-
based Alzheimer’s disease classification [9] computes the L2
norm between average heatmaps generated by different XAI
methods and compares the performance of three other different
metrics. Ground-truth heatmaps are sometimes available, for
example in the diagnosis of lung nodules [10] where recall
values can be directly computed between the reference features
(ground-truth) and the heatmaps generated by different XAI
methods. Different kinds of ground-truth have been obtained
using specialized method, such as NeuroSynth in [11] for
analyzing neuroimaging data. Some parts of the evaluation
appears qualitative (such as group-level evaluation), though
the paper uses F1-score to evaluate the heatmap, thus naturally
including recall and precision concepts in the evaluation. Other
applications of XAI methods, especially heatmaps, in the
medical field are for example [12–20].
In this paper, in section II-A we first introduce a synthetic
dataset containing containing images with simple features
with ground-truth heatmaps that can be generated on demand.
The aim is to provide a standardized dataset to compare the
viability and effectiveness of heatmaps generated by XAI
methods in providing explanations. Ground-truth heatmaps are
automatically generated alongside the image data and labels,
avoiding the need to manually mark heatmap features, which
is a very laborious process. In this 10-class dataset, each data
sample consists of an object with a simple shape and its
corresponding heatmap designed to be unambiguous, which is
the core feature intended to address the problems mentioned
above. In short, we provide a dataset where heatmaps can
be verified in a more objective way. The rest of section II
describes the implementation of neural network training, val-
idation and evaluation processes, followed by the description
of five-band-score, a metric defined to capture quantities such
as recall and precision that take into account the distinct
meaningful regions in heatmaps. Section III discusses the
recall-precision results and ROC curves we obtained. Finally,
we conclude with recommendations on which methods are
possibly useful on specific cases and provide some caveats.
II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
This section describes the workflow starting from data
generation, network training, network performance evaluation,
heatmap generation and evaluating generated heatmaps with
common quantities. The workflow is shown in fig. 1, closely
following the sequence of commands run in the package of
python codes 1 provided. Some details, such as the algorithms
needed to generate each sample data, can be traced from the
tutorials available as jupyter notebook included in the package
of codes.
A. Dataset
Algorithm 1: build basic ball body(x0, y0, r, t etc) for
type 0 cell. ys is a multiplicative factor for modifying
object’s elliptical shape. t is the thickness of cell border.
Subscript ex stands for “explanation”, which will be the
heatmap parts. Thresholds thd, thl = 0.05 are suitably
chosen to create binary arrays.
x, y ← meshgrid
d←√x2 + (y/ys)2 + noise
border ← (d ≤ r) ∗ (d ≥ r − t)
innerball← (d < r − t)
rotate by θ
shift center to (x0, y0)
ball← border + innerball
make explanation(){
for all pixels (i, j) do
borderex,ij ← 13
√
Σc(border)2ij,c ≥ thd
bodyex,ij ← 13
√
Σc(inner)2ij,c ≥ thl
bodyex,ij ← bodyex,ij ∗ (1− borderex,ij)
heatmapij ← borderex,ij ∗ 0.9 + bodyex,ij ∗ 0.4
end for
}
1https://github.com/etjoa003/explainable ai/tree/master/xai basic
Algorithm 2: build ccell body(x0, y0, r, t, tb etc) for type
1 or 2 cell. vs is a multiplicative factor for stretching.
tb, tp are bar and pole thicknesses to form minus- and plus-
shaped skeletons of the cells.
build basic ball body(x0, y0, r, t etc)
x, y ← x+ noise, y + noise
create skeleton(){
bar = (x− x0 ≤ r) ∗ (x− x0 ≥ −r)∗
(y − y0 ≤ tb/2) ∗ (y − y0 ≥ −tb/2)
if type 2 then
pole = (y − y0 ≤ r ∗ vs) ∗ (y − y0 ≥ r ∗ vs)∗
(x− x0 ≤ tp/2) ∗ (x− x0 ≥ −tp/2)
polepos = (pole ≥ 0) ∗ (1− bar ≥ 0)
bar = bar + pole ∗ polepos
end if
}
rotate ball and bar by θ
shift center of ball and bar to (x0, y0)
make explanation()
We provide algorithms that can generate dataset as shown
in fig. 2 on demand, where the top three rows are the images
and the last three rows are the corresponding ground-truth
heatmaps. The ten different classes of cells are shown along
the columns. Types 0,1,2 are circular cells with border (algo.
1), with a bar (or minus sign) and with a plus sign (algo. 2)
respectively. Types 3,4,5 are rectangular cells with different
dominant colors. Types 6,7,8 following are circular cells with
one, three and eight tails respectively. The last class does not
contain any cell. Three types of backgrounds are given to
increase the variation of dataset, as shown separately in the
first three rows of the same figure.
The ground-truth heatmaps h0 have been designed to mark
features that distinguish all the classes in a way that is
as unambiguous as possible, subject to human judgment.
Admittedly, there may not exist a unique unambiguous way
of defining them. Where appropriate, the heatmaps could be
readjusted by editing the heatmap generator classes in the
package of codes. The heatmaps are shown in fig. 2 row 4 to 6.
With this dataset, fair comparison between heatmaps generated
by different XAI methods can be performed. In this particular
implementation, each h0 is normalized to [−1, 1], and thus
heatmaps to be compared to h0 are expected to be normalized
to [−1, 1] as well. Each ground-truth h0 consists of an array of
values of size (H, W) with three distinct regions (1) regions of
value 0 (shown as white background) for regions that should
not contribute to the neural network prediction, (2) regions of
value 0.4 for localization (shown as light red region) and (3)
regions of value 0.9 for discriminative feature (shown as dark
red region), where discriminative feature is also qualitatively
considered part of localization. In this work, two other distinct
regions are defined symmetrically. They are −0.4 and −0.9
regions, to accommodate the fact that some heatmap methods
have been interpreted in such a way that negative regions
(shown as blue color in this paper) are considered as regions
contributing against a given decision or prediction. For our
dataset, the ground-truth does not contain any such information
that contributes negatively, although, as will be shown later,
some XAI methods still do generate negative values.
For this paper, training, validation and evaluation datasets
are prepared in 32, 8 and 8 shards respectively, each shard
containing 200 samples uniform randomly drawn from the 10
classes. In another words, in total, the datasets contain 6400,
1600 and 1600 samples respectively. The dataset is prepared
in shards for practical purposes, for example, to prevent full
restart in case of interruption of data downloading and caching,
and to facilitate more efficient process of training in evaluation
mode indicated in fig. 1 as part 2.
B. Training
TABLE I
TRAINING SETTINGS AND PERFORMANCES ON THE TEN-CLASSES DATA.
TC TR Eval
H,W nbatch nep nep nl rf < Acc. >
ResNet 512 4 2 4 24 0.4 0.951
AlexNet 224 16 16 16 48 0.3 0.980
VGG 224 16 4 4 48 0.3 0.986
TC and TR denote trainings in continuous and regular evaluation
mode respectively. < Acc. > denotes average accuracy over 5 models
branched from the base model. nbatch is the batch size, nep no. of
epochs. Image shapes are (H,W ) where H =W .
After the data is cached or saved, the process starts with
training in continuous mode, indicated as part 1 of the
workflow fig. 1. In this mode, pre-trained models are first
downloaded from Torchvision and modified for compatibility
with pytroch Captum API. The three pre-trained models used
are AlexNet [21], ResNet34 [22] and VGG [23], corresponding
to workflow 1, 2 and 3 in the codes. In this phase, training
proceeds continuously for the purpose of fine-tuning the mod-
els to our current data. The number of epochs and batch size
are specified in table I. Adam optimizer is used with learning
rate lr = 0.001 for ResNet but lr = 0.0001 for AlexNet and
VGG, and the same weight decay 10−5 is used for all. Plot
of losses against training iterations (not shown in this paper)
is saved as a figure in part 1.2 of the workflow. We refer to
the model trained after this phase as the base model.
The next phase is the training in regular evaluation mode,
indicated as part 2 in fig. 1. The training uses the same
optimizer as the previous phase, and the number of epochs
used are also shown in table I. Evaluation is performed every
4 training iterations; more accurately, this part is known as val-
idation in machine learning community, separate from the final
evaluation. Each validation is performed on a shard randomly
drawn from the 8 shards of the validation dataset. We set
the target accuracy to 0.96. If during validation, the accuracy
computed on that single shard exceeds the target accuracy,
the training is stopped and evaluation on all validation data
shards is performed. The total validation accuracy is used to
ensure that the validation accuracy on a single shard is not
high by pure chance. While the total validation accuracy can
be slightly lower, our experiments so far indicate that there is
no such problem. Furthermore, only ResNet attained the target
accuracy within the specified setting. For AlexNet and VGG,
0.96 is not exceeded throughout and early stopping mechanism
is triggered to prevent unnecessarily long, unfruitful training;
note that, fortunately, the total accuracy when evaluated on
the final evaluation dataset is still very high, as shown in
table I. The early stopping mechanism is as the following.
Whenever validation on a single shard does not achieve the
target accuracy but (1) if there is no improvement in the
validation accuracy, then early stopping counter nearly is
increased by one (2) if there is improvement in the validation
accuracy, then nearly → nearly × rf , where rf < 1 is the
refresh fraction, so that the process is given more chance to
train longer. If nearly becomes equal to the early stopping
limit, nl, training is stopped.
We repeat the above process of training in regular evaluation
mode 4 other times starting from the base model, and thus we
have a total of 5 branch models. Note that rf and nl are set
so that AlexNet and VGG can be trained for longer period
(shown in table I), since they both achieve lower accuracy
performance than ResNet if given the same number of epochs,
nl and rf . This is possibly because (1) larger batch size means
fewer iterations per epoch and (2) improvement in accuracy is
inherently slower, considering that ResNet has been known
to generally perform better. Here, comparing accuracy of
prediction in a precise manner is not very meaningful, as we
are focusing on the heatmaps later. No attempt is made to train
the models to perfect accuracy, as a few erroneous predictions
are kept so that their heatmaps can be compared with heatmaps
from correct predictions. There is no need for k-fold validation
here since the validation dataset is completely separate from
the training dataset.
C. Evaluation and XAI implementation
This part corresponds to part 3 of fig. 1, where heatmaps
h are computed using the following XAI methods avail-
able in pytorch Captum API: Saliency [24], Input*Gradient
[25], DeepLift [3], GuidedBackprop [26], GuidedGradCam
[2], Deconvolution [27], GradientShap [28], DeepLiftShap
[28]. Integrated-Gradients [29] has been excluded as it is
comparatively inefficient with ResNet. Note also that the
original implementation of Layerwise Relevance Propagation
(LRP) [4] has been shown to be equivalent to gradient*input
or DeepLIFT depending on a few conditions [30]. For all
heatmaps, we compute the heatmaps derived from the pre-
dicted values, not the true values (for some XAI methods,
explanation can be extracted from the probability of predict-
ing not only the correct class, but also other classes). The
following is the sequence of processing leading to the final
results.
Channel adjustments. Each heatmap h, which has (C, H,
W) shape (C=3 for 3 color channels), is compressed along
the channels to (H, W) by sum-pixel-over-channels, where
the values are summed pixel-wise along all channel, i.e.
sc(hij) = Σc=1,2,3hij,c when written component-wise. This
Fig. 3. Recall and precision scores of five-band stratified heatmaps compared to ground-truth for ResNet, AlexNet and VGG and 8 different XAI methods.
For all, higher recall and precision values are better, i.e. points located towards top-right are better. (A) Average and (B) maximum values of recalls and
precisions (over soft five-band thresholds) of each sample of evaluation dataset are collected, then averaged over all these samples to be shown as individual
points (P,R) in the plot. (C) is the same as (B), except the scores are obtained after clamping process. Vertical and horizontal bars are the standard deviations
over all samples of evaluation dataset correspondingly. Insets show zoom-in on selected regions.
Fig. 4. ROC curve for ResNet (left), AlexNet (middle) and VGG (right) for 8 different saliency methods (see legend, bottom-right), each XAI method applied
on test datasets separately for 5 branch models. Both FPR and recall do not necessarily reach 1.0 as the thresholds are adjusted in multi-dimensional space.
Most methods under our the experimental conditions specified here lie under traditionally poor ROC region.
is so that it can be compared with h0 of shape (H, W).
Normalization to [−1, 1] is also performed by absolute-max-
before-sum scheme, so the overall channel adjustment process
is h → h/max(|h|) → sc(h) → h/max(|h|). max(|h|) is
the maximum absolute value over all pixels in that single
heatmap. The practice of summing over channels can be seen,
for example, in LRP tutorial site [31].
Five-band stratification. Adjusted heatmaps h will sub-
sequently be evaluated using five-band score, where each
pixel needs to be assigned one of the five values that have
been previously described. The value 2 is designated for
discriminative feature, 1 for localization, 0 for irrelevant
background, while -1 and -2 are symmetrically defined for
negative contribution to model prediction or decision. Recall
that our ground-truth heatmaps h0 pixels have been assigned
one of the following values 0, 0.4 and 0.9. Regardless of the
intermediate processing of the heatmap h, the mapping for h0
is always such that 0.9→ 2, 0.4→ 1 and 0. To map h, which
has been normalized to [−1, 1] by now, a threshold of the
form t = [−t(2),−t(1), t(1), t(2)] is used, so that for each pixel
hij , a transformation we refer to as five-band stratification is
performed in the following manner: hij → 2 if hij > t(2),
to 1 if hij ∈ (t(1), t(2)], to 0 if hij ∈ (−t(1), t(1)], to −1
if hij ∈ (−t(2),−t(1)] and to −2 if hij ≤ −t(2). Bracketed
sub-script here is used to denote the component of t if it is
regarded as a vector for notational convenience later. Up to this
point, we have S5(h0), S5t (h) where S
5 denotes the five-band
stratification.
Five-band score. After stratification, for each heatmap,
we compute accuracy A, precision P = TPTP+FP+ , R =
TP
TP+FN+ , where accuracy is the fraction of correctly as-
signed hij pixel over the total number of pixels, TP is the
number of true positive pixels, FP false positives, FN false
negatives and  = 10−6 for smoothing. TP is slightly different
from TP used in binary case. We only count TP when
h0,ij 6= 0 and hij = h0,ij , i.e. we use the stringent condition
where the labels for localization and features must be correctly
hit to achieve a true positive. Likewise, FP is counted when
h0,ij = 0 and hij 6= 0 plus h0,ij 6= 0 and hij 6= h0,ij whereas
FN when h0,ij 6= 0 and hij = 0. To plot receiver operating
characteristics (ROC), false positive rate FPR = FPFP+TN+
is also computed, where TN is the number of true negatives
hij = h0,ij = 0.
Soft five-band scores. As seen, the threshold defined above
is sharp, and the value near any of the thresholds ±t(i)
might not be properly accounted for. We thus instead use
soft five-band scores, where the metrics are collected for
different thresholds. More precisely, for the k-th data sample,
we obtain (A,R, P )(k)tm for tm = [−0.5+md,−0.3+md, 0.3−
md, 0.5 − md] where d = 0.005, m = 0, 1, · · · , nsoft, and
nsoft = 55 after comparing the stratified ground-truth S5(h0)
with S5tm(h), where h has undergone channel adjustment
process previously described. The best and average values
of X = A,R, P for sample k over the different thresholds,
X
(k)
avg =
1
nsoft
ΣtmX
(k)
tm and X
(k)
best = maxtm{X(k)tm } respec-
tively, are then saved sample by sample into a csv file in the
XAI result folder for analysis in the discussion section. These
values are identified by their positions among the shards, the
predicted class and the true class.
Receiver operating characteristic. To compare the perfor-
mances of different XAI methods mentioned above, ROC
is also obtained as shown in fig. 4. For each threshold tm,
mean values of {FPR(k)tm } and {R(k)tm } over all samples in the
evaluation datasets contribute to a single point in the figure.
Unlike the usual binary ROC, changing thresholds in the multi-
dimensional space we defined does not guarantee the change
from FP to TP (or vice versa). For example, a point that
begins as FN that predicts label 0 can become TP or FP if
the true value are 1 and 2 respectively when the 0 thresholds
are lowered. Hence, we will not always obtain a curve that
starts with (0, 0) and ends with (1, 1) in the ROC space, unlike
the usual ROC curve. Regardless, by simple understanding of
rate of change of FPR and recall, the usual rule of thumb
that assigns steeper increase in recall to better ROC quality
should still hold. Mathematically, the more optimal ROC curve
lies nearer the top-left vertices of the convex hull formed
by the points. There has been studies on multi-dimensional
ROC curve with its “area under volume” [32, 33], though the
difficulty of observing them makes them unsuitable for visual
comparison here. With the definition of TP, FP, TN, FN above,
we have instead created pseudo-binary conditions.
III. DISCUSSION
A. Recall vs Prediction
We provide recall vs precision scores as shown in fig.
3. Each point in the plot corresponds to an XAI method,
for example Saliency, applied on a single branch of the
corresponding model trained from the base model. There are 5
points per method as we have trained 5 branches per architec-
ture. Naturally, the higher P and R are, the better is the XAI
method. Each point can be denoted by (Rstat, Pstat), where
Xstat =
1
NΣ
N
k=1X
(k)
stat, X = R,P , stat = avg, best and N
is the number of data sample in the evaluation dataset. Thus
fig. 3(A) is a plot of Ravg vs Pavg for ResNet, AlexNet and
VGG respectively. Likewise, fig. 3(B) is Rbest vs Pbest. After
qualitative assessment of some of the generated heatmaps, we
perform similar analysis by applying clamping to heatmap
values after the first normalization process, following roughly
the idea in [34]. In other words, the channel adjustment
process described in the previous section is changed to h →
h/max(|h|) → C[c1,c2](h) → sc(h) → h/max(|h|) where
C[c1,c2](hij) = c2 if hij ≥ c2, C[c1,c2](hij) = c1 if hij ≤ c1
and otherwise C[c1,c2](hij) = hij . A different set of soft
thresholds has been used to match the clamping process as
well, with tm = [−0.9 +md,−0.5 +md, 0.5−md, 0.9−md]
where d = 0.01, m = 0, 1, · · · , nsoft, and nsoft = 40 with the
clamping threshold given by [c1, c2] = [−0.1, 0.1]. Fig. 3(C)
is thus the same as fig. 3(B), except with clamping process
applied, where we do observe some changes in the precision
and recall scores, more notably for AlexNet and VGG, though
not necessarily better.
Fig. 5. Visual comparison of heatmaps generated by Saliency, Guided
GradCAM and Deconvolution. Different color-channel responses are shown
under R, G and B columns respectively, with the original image in the
left-most column and ground-truth h0 in the second left-most column. All
heatmaps above are obtained from correctly predicted samples.
Recall scores are generally low in most of the points in
fig. 3, indicating high FN. The first obvious cause is the
fact that most XAI methods in all architectures appear to
assign 0 values to regions that contain either localization
pixels or discriminative features. For example, fig. 5 shows
the heatmaps from different channels R, G and B (extracted
before summing pixel over channels). The heatmaps generally
appear granular and non-continuous, having many white pixels
in between the red pixels, thus contributing to false negatives.
Furthermore, most of the inner body of the cells (represented
by light red color in the ground-truth h0) is completely
unmarked by most of the XAI methods, contributing to very
large amount of false negatives. The highest recall values in
fig. 3(A) are attained by Saliency applied on AlexNet. This
is consistent with visual inspection of the heatmaps across
different methods and architectures, because Saliency assigns
a lot more red pixels in relevant regions while other methods
often assign blue pixels (negative values) in unpredictable
manner and highlight only the edges.
Similar to the heatmaps shown in fig. 5 produced by Guided
GradCAM applied on VGG, many of the XAI methods only
highlight the edges of the cell borders, sometimes faintly. As
such, comparatively high recall values for Saliency can be
qualitatively accounted for by the halo of high-valued heatmap
encompassing the relevant area, although not in a very precise
Fig. 6. Visual comparison of heatmaps generated by DeepLift and
DeepLiftShap, with Saliency for comparison. Column h is obtained af-
ter summing pixel over channels. Columns S5t0 (h) and S
5
t55
(h) are ob-
tained after five-band stratification using the first and last thresholding
described in section II-C, where t0 = [−0.5,−0.3, 0.3, 0.5] and t55 =
[−0.225,−0.025, 0.025, 0.225]. (A) Visualization of how DeepLift and
DeepLiftShap on ResNet generally score slightly lower in recall scores than
Saliency (B) DeepLiftShap and DeepLift appear to produce similar heatmaps
for VGG and ResNet, though the SHAP variant appears to remove some
artifacts in Alexnet (consider also their heatmaps shown in the appendix);
Saliency is also shown for comparison. Blue pixels (negative values) mark
some of the correct areas that we regard as discriminative features, but
interpreting the blue pixels for these methods as negative contribution seems to
be inappropriate. Applying absolute value to the negative pixels may improve
its recall scores etc. (C) Heatmaps for correct prediction of cells from the same
class, cell type 8, generated using DeepLift applied on VGG. Due to some
inconsistency in the overall shapes of the heatmaps generated, the figures are
not representative of all heatmaps predicted by any particular XAI method and
any architecture. Nevertheless, the pixel granularities of heatmaps generated
by the same XAI methods are similar; consider the heatmaps shown in the
appendix. All heatmaps above are obtained from correctly predicted samples.
and compact manner. Deconvolution, on the other hand, has
relatively higher recall scores due to the large amount of
artifact pixels. The quality of its heatmaps has been therefore
undermined, reflected as low precision score. Other methods
such as guided GradCAM are still capable of highlighting
some of the relevant regions, and, to reiterate, many of them
tend to highlight the edges as seen in the heatmaps in the supp.
material. Also, AlexNet tends to produce denser heatmaps
than the other two, giving rise to slightly higher recall scores
than VGG, while the average scores for ResNet are very low.
Depending on the context, different XAI methods can be the
better choice based on their strength and weaknesses, although
adjustment to existing interpretations may be necessary.
Differences in responses to color channels are also ob-
served. Saliency method appears as positive values (red) in
all channels as shown in fig. 5, although type 3 cell has only
1 color channel whose input signal is strong because it has
border whose pre-dominant color is red; in the implementation,
the normalized border color is roughly (0.8, 0.1, 0.1) with
small uniform random perturbation. On the other hand, Guided
GradCAM marks green and blue channels with negative val-
ues. If they are to be interpreted as negative contribution, the
interpretation will be consistent. But when the heatmaps are
summed over channels as we have done, the offsetting effect
of the negative values become questionable. In other methods,
such color responses are variable. For example, input*gradient
for AlexNet do appear to exhibit color responses as well (not
shown), although the quality is highly variable too. It is thus
difficult to strongly recommend any one method specializing
on color-detection, even for guided GradCAM.
Interpretation of heatmap values. Fig. 6 shows in column
h the heatmaps obtained after summing pixel over channels,
one of the earlier processes in the previous section. The figure
shows the effect of soft five-band stratification as well, which
demonstrates that the appropriate selection thresholding does
affect the scores. In previous section, we addressed this by
distinguishing between the best and average of recall and
precision values over the soft thresholds, which is the main
purpose of fig. 3(B). The effect of threshold change is variable
across different XAI methods. If we focus on recall scores,
from visual inspection of fig. 6(B), the XAI community may
need to revise the idea of negative values in heatmaps. Clearly,
DeepLift and DeepLiftShap examples show that they will
score much better recall if we take the absolute values of the
heatmaps and apply the same process from stratification to the
computation of five-band scores.
SHAP, DeepLift and background effect. When SHAP is ap-
plied to DeepLift, the effect appears to be background artifact
removals, thus confining non-zero heatmap pixel values to
more relevant regions (fig. 6(B) and supp. materials). Still,
we need to point out that the heatmaps could be inconsistent
even from the correct predictions of the same classes, as
shown in fig. 6(C). The figure shows two heatmaps of different
qualities generated by DeepLift for VGG for cell type 8 that
are correctly predicted. It may be tempting to make guesses
regarding possible reasons, such as the backgrounds. More
investigation on the signals activated by the background may
be necessary.
From observing fig. 3 and many heatmaps, for examples
the figures in the appendix, it is tempting to deduce that
deeper networks (AlexnNet shallowest, followed by VGG,
then ResNet deepest) tend to produce heatmaps that are more
sensitive to the edges but cover less thoroughly the bulk of
discriminative features and localization regions. To test this,
we conduct a test on AlexNet modified by systematically
adding more and more convolutional layers, trained and then
evaluated for its precision vs recall in the same manner as
before. The number of layers added are 1, 2, ..., 8, and the plot
is made by computing mean values of recall and precision like
before, except that the points are collected separately based on
the predicted values (whereas in the previous section, averages
are taken over all test samples regardless of predicted values).
The expectation is for the precision and recall values to be
nearer to 1 (more towards top right of the plot) for the modified
AlexNet with less additional layers. However, as shown in
appendix fig. 1, this does not appear to be the case.
B. ROC curve
ROC plot in fig. 4 shows that most heatmap methods
tested lie on traditionally poor ROC regions. There appears
to be trade-offs between higher recall values (which is good)
and higher FPR (which is bad), most prominently shown by
Saliency method. Deconvolution appears to be the best, as it
has the greatest rate of increasing recall compared to FPR.
However, this is misleading, since deconvolution starts with
many FP predictions in all three architecture, as shown by
the grid-like artifacts in fig. 5. This causes FP to change
more quickly, and the ROC fails to make good comparison
between deconvolution and other methods. Saliency tends
to “over-assign” the heatmap pixels around the correct re-
gion; consider fig. 5, 6 and appendix, compare it to, for
example, Guided GradCAM, DeepLift. Unlike DeepLift and
DeepLiftShap, Saliency ROC shows higher recall because of
more correct assignments of positive (red) values, but also
higher FPR because of the assignment of positive values in
supposedly white regions. Guided GradCAM appears to have
some difficulty improving through the change of thresholds.
Considering the way sum-pixel-over-channels is performed
and its color-channel sensitivity, its performance might have
suffered through incompatible heatmap pre-processing. ROC
for other methods do not provide sufficiently distinct trends
that favor the adoption of one method over another. There may
be a need to investigate the different ways soft-thresholding
can be performed for specific XAI methods to at least bring
the ROC curves to traditionally favorable regions.
C. Other observations
For images of type 9 (no cell present), generally we see
heatmaps in the form of artifacts appearing as well-spaced
spots, forming lattice (see appendix fig. 40 etc), similar to the
heatmaps from deconvolution method in fig. 5. In some cases,
for example appendix fig. 17 row 2, we can see that DeepLift
is able to “provide” the correct reasoning for wrong prediction.
In that figure, type 0 cell that has shape that almost looked
like a single tail was mistaken as type 6, though some similar
wrong predictions are not highlighted in similar manner. In
many other cases of wrong predictions (see the heatmaps in
the appendix), it is unclear what the highlighted regions mean.
IV. CONCLUSION
Recommendations and Caveats. Regardless of the imperfect
performance, relative comparisons between the XAI methods
can be made.
• Saliency method appears to highlight the relevant regions
in the most conservative way, which is more suitable
for localization in the case where false positives are not
important. In particular, AlexNet is scoring the highest
recall.
• If only the edge of the features are needed, VGG and
ResNet with input*grad, DeepLift, DeepLiftShap seem
to be the reasonable choices, while the same heatmap
methods for Alexnet seem to produce heatmaps that go
beyond capturing just the edges in rather inconsistent
ways. Compared to Saliency, they may be more useful
to detect small, hard to observe discriminative features,
e.g. from medical images and other dense images.
• The heatmaps produced by ResNet appear to be sparsest,
followed by VGG then AlexNet. Input size and depth of
networks may be the reasons.
• A research into the role of negative values in the heatmaps
may be necessary. If we continue with the interpretation
that negative values correspond to negative contribution
of prediction, some XAI methods such as DeepLift and
DeepLiftShap may be completely incomprehensible.
• More investigation may be needed to find the best chan-
nel adjustment, to handle the phenomenon where large
continuous patches or areas are ignored by many of the
tested methods and the activation of signals caused by
the background.
We have provided an algorithm to produce synthetic data that
we hope can be a baseline for testing XAI method, especially
in the form of saliency maps or heatmaps. Some XAI methods
appear to be more suitable for localization, while others are
more responsive to the edges of the features. Modifications
required to boost the explainability power of XAI methods
might differ across the methods, making fair comparison
a possibly difficult task. At least, for each application of
XAI method, we should attempt to find a clear, consistent
interpretation under the same context of study. For example,
if negative values need to be treated with absolute values
in some application, at least an accompanying experiment is
needed to show the effect and implication of performing such
transformation. As of now, XAI still remains a challenging
problem. However, it does exhibit good potential to improve
the reliability of black-box models in the future.
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Fig. 1. Precision and recall values averaged by predicted classes (colored
dots), and the mean over all these dots (colord x marks). There is no significant
observable trend. The number 1 to 8 refers to the number of additional
convolutional layers added to the AlexNet.
A. Heatmaps arranged according to XAI methods
The following are heatmaps arranged according to the XAI
methods. They are similar to fig. 6 in the main text, and are
obtained from all the correct predictions of the respective class,
unless specified otherwise.
B. Saliency
Fig. 2. ResNet, Saliency.
Fig. 3. ResNet, Saliency.
Fig. 4. AlexNet, Saliency.
Fig. 5. AlexNet, Saliency.
Fig. 6. VGG, Saliency.
Fig. 7. VGG, Saliency.
Fig. 8. ResNet, Saliency. All predictions above are wrong; the predicted class
is y, ground-truth is y0.
Fig. 9. AlexNet, Saliency. All predictions above are wrong; the predicted
class is y, ground-truth is y0.
C. DeepLift
Fig. 10. ResNet, DeepLift.
Fig. 11. ResNet, DeepLift.
Fig. 12. AlexNet, DeepLift.
Fig. 13. AlexNet, DeepLift.
Fig. 14. VGG, DeepLift.
Fig. 15. VGG, DeepLift.
Fig. 16. ResNet, DeepLift. All predictions above are wrong; the predicted
class is y, ground-truth is y0.
Fig. 17. AlexNet, DeepLift. All predictions above are wrong; the predicted
class is y, ground-truth is y0.
D. DeepLiftShap
Fig. 18. ResNet, DeepLiftShap.
Fig. 19. ResNet, DeepLiftShap.
Fig. 20. AlexNet, DeepLiftShap.
Fig. 21. AlexNet, DeepLiftShap.
Fig. 22. VGG, DeepLiftShap.
Fig. 23. VGG, DeepLiftShap.
Fig. 24. ResNet, DeepLiftShap. All predictions above are wrong; the predicted
class is y, ground-truth is y0.
Fig. 25. AlexNet, DeepLiftShap. All predictions above are wrong; the
predicted class is y, ground-truth is y0.
E. GradientShap
Fig. 26. ResNet, GradientShap.
Fig. 27. ResNet, GradientShap.
Fig. 28. AlexNet, GradientShap.
Fig. 29. AlexNet, GradientShap.
Fig. 30. VGG, GradientShap.
Fig. 31. VGG, GradientShap.
Fig. 32. ResNet, GradientShap. All predictions above are wrong; the predicted
class is y, ground-truth is y0.
Fig. 33. AlexNet, GradientShap. All predictions above are wrong; the
predicted class is y, ground-truth is y0.
F. InputXGrad
Fig. 34. ResNet, Input*Gradient.
Fig. 35. ResNet, Input*Gradient.
Fig. 36. AlexNet, Input*Gradient.
Fig. 37. AlexNet, Input*Gradient.
Fig. 38. VGG, Input*Gradient.
Fig. 39. VGG, Input*Gradient.
G. Cell type 9
Fig. 40. ResNet, Saliency.
Fig. 41. Saliency, Input*Gradient.
Fig. 42. AlexNet, GuidedBackprop.
Fig. 43. VGG, GuidedBackprop.
